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FORMAT:

9:00am

9:45am

12:00pm Lunch

1:00pm

3:30pm

Ground work – With Lead Rope and Halter

Meet & Greet

Ground work

Ground work

Closing and question period

Day 1 - Sat Sept 9, 2017

Day 1 - Earn Respect and Gain Control

Improve Leadership skills and earn respect

Develop your horse's focus

Learn to communicate effectively

Four Part Harmony for body control

Learn how to get more from your horse undersaddle

Apply philosophies and strategies

Increase Suppleness and get a straight and balanced horse

Critic form to function

Develop a soft feel

Steps to becoming a confident rider

Stick and String - Optional

Find the imbalances in your horse

Jay comes with a life time of experience with horses both on the ground and 

and in the saddle.  His Natural ability to teach and break down the steps to a 

foundation built of concrete comes natural to Jay.  You will learn to connect and

and have a lasting partnership with your horse.  Build confidence and leave the

clinic with tools in your toolbox to improve your relationship both on the ground

and in the saddle.

Requirements: 

Rope Halter

12' Marine lead rope

Dressage whip or Buggy Whip

Earn Respect and Gain Control

Southlands Clinic - Sept 9th & Sept 10, 2017

2 day Clinic - Cost 450.00 per person

Philosophies and psychology of horsemanship is a journey

that goes beyond the mechanics of riding.

Become "one" with your horse 



Exercises to earn respect and gain control. Handler learns to understand how a

horse thinks and reacts and why they do the things they do - Learn Horse Logic. Through 

the various exercises they will improve communication skills; we will increase

 flexion and suppleness and  develop timing, feel, balance and rhythm. We are 

conditioning the brain; I ask, the horse is obedient through consistent repetition.  

We are building confidence in both rider and horse.

9:00am

9:45am Tack up

10:30am

12:00pm Lunch

1:00pm

3:30pm Closing and question period

Saddle work

Saddle work

Day 2 - Sun Sept 10, 2017

Ground work review


